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Nexus of silence: the cover-up of deviance in organizations 
Abstract 
In 2002, the Boston Globe newspaper revealed the cover-up by the Catholic Archdiocese of Boston (AOB) 
of sexual abuse of children by clergy. A grounded theory investigation to answer the question, "how could 
authorities allow this to happen?", revealed a "nexus of silence" as a central phenomenon associated with 
decisions to sweep under the carpet and, over decades, cover up pervasive deviance in organizations in 
contravention of institutional core values. Understanding of this phenomenon may assist managers and 
governance bodies avoid consequential scandal, loss of reputation and public trust. 
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Abstract 
In 2002, the Boston Globe newspaper revealed the cover-up by the Catholic Archdiocese of Boston 
(AOB) of sexual abuse of children by clergy. A grounded theory investigation to answer the 
question, "how could authorities allow this to happen?", revealed a "nexus of silence" as a central 
phenomenon associated with decisions to sweep under the carpet and, over decades, cover up 
pervasive deviance in organizations in contravention of institutional core values. Understanding of 
this phenomenon may assist managers and governance bodies avoid consequential scandal, loss of 
reputation and public trust. 
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Introduction 
Scandal has enveloped many organizations and institutions in recent years when the public becomes aware 
through the media of ineffective action and cover up by trusted authorities. A central task of management 
is seen to be management of the values on which public trust is based (Griseri, 1998). When deviant 
activity, contrary to espoused values, is allowed, reputation of and trust in the individuals involved, and 
the wider organization and even institution, is damaged. 
In the United States in January 2002, the Boston Globe broke the story of how the Boston Archdiocese of 
the Catholic Church (AOB) protected priests perpetrating sexual abuse of children over decades. The story 
triggered a major scandal for the Catholic Church during its "Long Lent of 2002" (Neuhaus, 2004). This 
revelation of a 'holy water-gate' (Healey-Conlon, 2004), which shocked the institution and society, had 
been preceded by other accounts of clergy sexual abuse (Shupe, 1995, 1998; Sipe, 1995; Parkinson, 1997; 
Krebs, 1998). More detailed accounts followed which collectively contributed to a greater understanding 
of the deviance and its mishandling by the AOB and the institution of the church (Boston Globe 
Investigative Staff, 2002; Cozzens, 2002; Berry and Renner, 2004: France, 2004). Sexual abuse refers to 
the sexual exploitation in some form (verbal or physical, consensual or non-consensual) by an adult 
person of a child (known as pedophilia) or a submissive or vulnerable adult. When perpetrated in 
professional settings by medical practitioners, counselors, therapists or religious clergy, it involves a 
sexual boundary violation (Blaszezynski, 1996). As such, it is regarded as a form of deviance, being a 
violation of both societal and institutional rules and norms likely to be disapproved of or punished (Cohen, 
1966; Downes and Rock, 1982). 
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